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1. TNTRODUCT~~N 
Let X be a class ofgroups. AnX-group C is aid to be existentially closed 
(e.c.) in X, if every system of finitely many equations a dinequations with 
coellicients from G, which is solvable in some X-supergroup f G, already 
has a solution in G. Denote the class of all ocally-X-groups by LX Then 
Proposition 1.1.3 ofJ. Hirschfeld and W. H. Wheeler [93 ensures that every 
LX-group of cardinality N is contained in an e.c. LX-group of cardinality 
max (K,, K>, if X is closed under forming subgroups. In [14, 151 we began 
to study e.c. LX-groups, where Xwas supposed tosatisfy everal properties. 
The purpose of the present paper is to continue these investigations in the 
special case in which 3E is the class Lfj, of all ocally finite p-groups (pa 
prime). 
Existentially closed Lg,-groups were first udied byB. Maier in [ 161. 
His main tool was a generalization of an amalgamation theorem of 
G. Higman. If G and H are two groups which intersect in a common sub- 
group U= G n iLi, then the union Gu H (which is in general not a group!) 
is called the amalgam G u HI U of G, H over U. In [S, Theorem], 
G. Higman gave a necessary ndsufficient co dition for an amalgam of 
finite p-groups tobe contained in afinite p-group, and B. Maier extended 
this result toamalgams G u Nl U of countable LB,-groups G,H over a
finite subgroup U [ 16, Satz 11. This enabled him to construct embeddings 
of countable Lz,-groups into countable, e.c. Lg,-groups, andhe proved 
that here exists upto isomorphism exactly one countable, e.c, Lg,-group 
E,, [16, Satz 21. He also posed the question whether the ~algamation 
theorem holds for LS,-groups ofarbitrary cardinality overafinite com- 
mon subgroup too. By our result [ 15, Theorem 2.11, this question can be 
answered inthe affirmative (Th orem 3.1). Itthen follows that any two e.c. 
Lg,,-groups are partially isomorphic (Theorem 3.2), and that he c. Ls,- 
groups are xactly the direct limits ofEp’s (Theorem 3.3). Moreover we can 
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axiomatize the class of all e.c. L$j,-groups by an L,,,-sentence 
(Theorem 3.4); this was suggested by B. Maier [16, pp. 125-1261 inthe 
case of an affirmative answer to his question. Furthermore he xplained in 
[16, Satz 83 that he L,,, -axiomatizeability implies the existence of 2’ 
pairwise nonisomorphic e. . L?j,-groups of any cardinality K > N, 
(Theorem 3.6). We end Section 3 with some consequences for the structure 
of e.c. groups in the class L(g, n !JI) ofall ocally finite-nilpotent n-groups 
resp. the class L%,, of all ocally nilpotent groups, whose torsion-subgroup 
is a rc-group (n a set of primes). The e.c. L(g, n %)-groups are also 
L,,,-axiomatizeable (Theorem 3.5) and they are exactly the periodic, e.c. 
L!Rn,-groups (Theorem 3.7). 
In Section 4 we use the fact that e.c. Lg,-groups are direct limits ofEp’s, 
in order to carry over all results of [ 14, Sect. 41concerning thenormal 
subgroup structure of E,to e.c. Lg,-groups of arbitrary cardinality. More 
precisely we show that every e.c. Lg,-group G has exactly one chief series 
(cf. Section 2 for adefinition), and that he order type of the chief series is a
dense, linear o der without endpoints. Moreover the normal subgroups M 
in the chief factors M/N of G are precisely thenormal closures (g”), 
ge G\l, and all other nontrivial normal subgroups ofG are e.c. Lg,- 
groups. The latter holds too for factor g oups of G modulo normal sub- 
groups, which do not occur in any chief factor. In contrast to his factor 
groups by the normal subgroups occurring  the chief factors M/N of G as 
the group N are not e.c. L’?j,-groups, b t they are ec. in the class of all 
groups, which are a central extension of the cyclic group of order p by an 
LS,-group. Furthermore G contains no proper subnormal subgroups; i.e., 
G is a T-group. A discussion of these results may be found in Section 4.
Section 5 contains the proof that the Schur multiplier of every e.c. 
Lg,-group istrivial. 
In the next section we give a rather detailed description of the 
automorphism group of Ep by using Cantor’s method of “back and forth” 
together with embedding techniques d veloped in[ 14, Construction 4.1;
15, Theorem 3.11. Since very automorphism of Ep must map the unique 
chief series C = {(M,, N4)1 q E O} of E, onto itself, there exist two special 
normal subgroups inAut(E,): First, he group Inv(Z) of all auto- 
morphisms, which leave very normal subgroup of Ep invariant; and, 
second, the group Stab(C) of all automorphisms which centralize every 
chief factor fE,. We show that Stab(X) isthe group of all ocally inner 
automorphisms of Ep(Theorem 6.1). Specific information about he struc- 
ture of Stab(E) istherefore p ovided by[ 14, Theorem 5.11. Next we prove 
that the factors Aut(E,,)/Inv(C) and Inv(Z)/Stab(C) are as large as 
possible; i.e., for every order-preserving permutation rr of Q there xists 
c1 EAut(E,) such that (M,a, N,a) = (Mqn, Nqn) for all qE Q, and for every 
tuple (y,),, 69of automorphisms yy E Aut(M,/N,) there xists /IEInv(C) 
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such that (mp) N, = (MN,) yy for all qE Q (Theorem 6.2). Inparticular 
Aut(E,)/Stab(L) is isomorphic to the unrestricted wr ath product 
C,- i Wr, A(Q), where C,._ 1denotes the cyclic group of order p - 1 and 
A(Q) is the group of all order-preserving permutations of Q.
By Theorem 4.1 there exist two different ki ds of embeddings of E,, onto 
a proper normal subgroup ofitself. In Section 7 we apply these embeddings 
successively in order to construct 2*’e.c. Lg,-groups ofcardinality N,, 
which are pairwise non-isomorphic, because the order-types of their chief 
series are pairwise distinct (Theorem 7.1). Inthese groups all proper nor- 
mal subgroups are countable; dually wecan also construct an uncountable 
ec. @,-group, all of whose non-trivial normal subgroups have countable 
index (Theorem 7.2). Finally, Section 8 contains the observation that ec. 
Lg,-groups are definitely distinct from the groups which may be construc- 
ted by using P. Hall’s generalization of therestricted (r gular) w eath 
product (cf. [6]). 
Notation. As far as basic definitions n group theory are concerned the 
reader is referred to B. Huppert [lo] and D.J.S. Robinson [18]. For 
definitions n logic and set heory the reader may consult J.Barwise [ 11, 
C. C. Chang and H. J. Keisler [4], and K. Kunen [ 121. We use the follow- 
ing symbols: 
N, Q, R sets of natural numbers, rationals, nd real numbers; 
A(Q) group of all order-preserving permutations of Q;
c* cyclic group of order m; 
EP B. Maier’s unique countable, e.c. Lg,-group; 
6,s subgroup, normal subgroup; 
USG U is isomorphic to asubgroup ofG; 
XY =y-‘xy; 
1x7 Yl = x-‘y-‘xy; 
ISI cardinality of the set S; 
(V subgroup generated by the set S; 
(ST) = (s’IsES, te T); 
G’ commutator subgroup ofG (= ( [x, y] 1 x, y E G ) ); 
CG( U), Z(G) centralizer of U in G, centre ofG; 
Inn(G) group of inner automorphisms of G; 
Aut(G) automorphism group of G; 
61U restriction of themap 0 to U, 
Ker 0 kernel ofthe homomorphism 0;
GuHlU amalgam of G and H over U = G n H (see above). 
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2. CHIEF SERIES 
In [14] we gave the definition of a chief series. Forthe convenience of 
the reader this definition is repeated now, since chief series are of fun- 
damental importance forthe description of the structure of e.c. L$,-groups. 
Let Z be a totally ordered set. A family C= { (Mi, Ni)l FEZ) of pairs of 
(normal) subgroups Mi, Ni of a group G is a (normal) series of order-type Z 
in G, if 
(a) G\l=Ui.,Mi\Ni, 
(b) Nj y Mi for all ie Z, and 
(c) M, < N, for all i, kE Z with k< i. 
The M,/N, are the factors of2. The normal series C is called a chief series, 
if each M,/N, is a minimal normal subgroup ofG/N,; in this case the M,/N, 
are called chieffactors. An application of Zorn’s lemma yields that every 
group has a chief series. 
If Fdenotes the Dedekind-completion of Z, we define the Dedekind-com- 
pletion fthe normal series .Eto be E = { (Ki, Li)l iE q, where 
n Ni if iis not maximal in 1, 
jcl 
(a) Ki= i<j 
1 
G otherwise; 
1 
U Mi if iis not minimal inz 
jsI 
(b) Li= jci 
1 otherwise. 
Note that he Ki and Li are normal subgroups ofG satisfying 
(a) (Ki, Li) = (Mi, Ni) for all in Z, 
(b) Ki = Li for all iE r\Z, and 
(c) &6L,foralli,kEfwithk<i 
(cf. [ 14, Lemma 4.61). 
In the case GE LB, all chief factors ofG are cyclic oforder p (cf. 
0. H. Kegel and B. A. F. Wehrfritz [ 11, Corollary l.B.81). Hence, if 
U,<GEL&,, and if z= { (Mi, Ni)l iE Z> is a chief series inG, then 
Cn U= {(Min U, N,n U)liEZ, Min U#Nin U} is a chief series inU, 
which we call the chief series induced by z on U. For finite U, B. Maier 
introduced in [16, p. 1141 the notion of a G-chief series a follows: A chief 
series ,E, in U is called a G-chief series, ifevery finite group X with 
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U < X < G has a chief series ,E, such that C, n U= 2,. We can show that 
these two notions are equivalent. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any finite U < G E Lg,, a chief series inU is a G-chief 
series, if and only if it is induced by a chief series ofG on U. 
Proof: If E, and E, are chief series inG and U (resp.) with 
z,n u=zc,, then any group X with U < X< G has the chief series 
C, = z, n X satisfying C, n U = E, r\ U = C,. Conversely et 2” = 
(CL LJ iEZ) b e a G-chief series in U. Regard the normal series { ( (KF), 
(LG))jiEZ} in G. Since GeL7jp, there xists for every iE Z and every 
gE(K~)nUafinitegroup Xwith U<X<Gandg~(Kx)nU. Because 
E, is a G-chief series, we have Vi 4 X such that Vi n U= Ki, and we 
obtain gE(Kf) n U< Vin U= K,. This hows that (KY) n U= Ki for all 
iE Z; similarly (LG) n U = L,. By Zorn’s lemma there exists a chief series 
2, = { (Mj, Nj)l je .Z} in G such that we can find for every je J an iE Z with 
(LG)<NjdMj<(KF). But then CGnU=z;,. 1 
Because of Lemma 2.1 we will also denote the chief series induced by 
some chief series of G on an infinite subgroup U of G as G-chief series in U. 
Finally the reader should note that by [ 15, Theorem 2.31 every e.c. Lg,- 
group G has a unique chief series; hence very subgroup ofG has a unique 
G-chief series. Moreover, ifG = E,, then [ 15, Corollary 3.33 yields for 
every countable LS,-group H an embedding 8:H -+ G = E,, which maps 
any prescribed chief series ofH onto the G-chief series ofHl?. This has the 
following consequence. 
LEMMA 2.2. If Z,,..., Zy~u~ are the distinct hief series of the finite 
p-group U, then there xists for every kE {l,..., y(U)> a finite p-supergroup 
U,* of U such that every chief series ofU,* induces C, on U. 
Proof: Use [15, Corollary 3.31 to find an embedding 8,: U + Ep, which 
maps C, onto the E,-chief series ofU8,. By B. Maier [ 16, Hilfssatz l] 
there xists a finite group X, with UOk d X, GE, such that every chief 
series ofX, induces the E,-chief s ries onUtl,. Identify U with UOk via Ok 
and choose U,* = X,. 1 
3. AXIOMATIZEABILITY INL,,, 
As stated in the Introduction we can generalize th amalgamation 
theorems ofG. Higman [8, Theorem] and B. Maier [16, Satz 1] for finite 
p-groups and countable LS,-groups (resp.) as follows. 
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THEOREM 3.1. An amalgam G v H) U of two LB,-groups G,H over a 
finite group U is contained inan L$j,-group, if and only if there xist chief 
series Co in G and Z‘, in H such that Con U = Zc, n U. 
Proof. If W is an LS,-supergroup of G vH 1 U, then any chief series C w
in W induces the chief series Z:, =Z,+, n G on G and C, = C, n H on H, 
and we obtain C, n U = 2Ywn U = C, n U. For the converse, note that 
chief factors of Lg,-groups are always central and cyclic oforder p; hence 
[ 15, Theorem 2.11 can be applied. 1 
The above theorem fails ifU is infinite: For in [ 14, Corollary 5.21 we 
gave an example of an amalgam Gu H 1 U with Gz Hz U z Ep, which is 
not contained in any periodic group, although t e unique chief series in U 
is both the G-chief series and the H-chief series in U. 
We can now combine Theorem 3.1 with techniques of B. Maier [161 to 
obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. For any two e.c. Lg,-groups G and H the set @ = { cp )cp is 
an isomorphism between finite subgroups G, of G and H, of H, which maps 
the G-chief series inG, onto the H-chief series inH,} provides a partial 
isomorphism @ :G z,, H. 
Proof Obviously Q,contains the trivial m p1 + 1; hence Q, #@. 
In order to show the forth property fix cp E@ and g E G. By B. Maier [16, 
Hilfssatz 1 ] there exists a finite group X with (G,, g) < X< G such that 
every chief series in X induces the G-chief series on(G,, g). In particular 
cp maps the X-chief series inG, onto the H-chief series inH,. Therefore 
Theorem 3.1 ensures that he amalgam Xu H 1 G, z H,, where G, and H, 
are identified v a cp, is contained in an LG,-supergroup of the e.c. Lg,- 
group H. But the group table of X may be expressed as asystem of finitely 
many equations a dinequations with coefficients from G,z H,. Hence we 
obtain an embedding cp* :X-t H with (p* IG, = cp. By choice of X the 
restriction (p* ((G,, g) maps the G-chief series of(G,, g) onto the 
H-chief series of((G,, g)) ‘p*. Therefore (p*I(G,, g) E @. 
The same argument applied tothe set @- ’ = (cp -’ I q E @ > shows that @
has the back property. 1 
In particular, Theorem 3.2 yields that any two e.c. LB,-groups are 
coo-elementarily equivalent (cf. J Barwise [ 1, Theorem 31). We can use 
Theorem 3.2 in order to “cover” e.c. Lg,-groups by copies ofE,. 
THEOREM 3.3. For any group G the following are equivalent: 
(1) G is an ec. Lg,-group. 
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(2) Every finite subset ofG is contained in a subgroup ofG isomorphic 
ro E,. 
(3) Every countable subset of G is contained in a subgroup ofG 
isomorphic to Ep. 
(4) Every subset S of G is contained in a subgroup ofG which is an e.c. 
LG,,-group f cardinality max ( N,, 1 S( >. 
ProoJ (4) * (3) * (2): trivial. 
(2) + ( 1) :Clearly (2) implies G ELg,. If Y is any system of finitely 
many equations and inequations with coefficients from G, which as a 
solution n some LG,-supergroup of G,then the (finite) set of coefficients s 
contained in a subgroup Vr Ep of G. But then there xists already a 
solution f r Y in V < G. 
(1) = (2): Since G is locally finite, it suffices to prove (2) for any 
finite subgroup U of G. By [ 15, Corollary 3.31 there exists anembedding 
cp :U + Ep, which maps the G-chief series inU onto the E,-chief s ries in
Uq. Choose H = Ep and @ as in Theorem 3.2. Then c~ E@ and Qi: G2 p Ep. 
Since E, is countable, the back property of tp can be applied successively in 
order to extend 9-l : Utp + U to an embedding 8:E, + G. 
(1) and (2) =+ (4): Starting with W, = (S) we will construct induc- 
tively anascending chain {W,Z},, N of subgroups ofcardinality max {N,, 
( S] f of G such that every finite subset ofW,, is contained in asubgroup of
W ntl isomorphic to E,. By (2) zcl> (1) it then follows that W= U,, N W, is 
an e.c. Lg,-group ofcardinality max (N,, ]5’1 f. 
When performing thestep it -+ n + 1 we choose Z, to be the local system 
of all finite subgroups ofW,,. By (2) there exists for every UE Xc, asub- 
group V,~E~ofGwith U<V”<G. Let W,+,=(V,(UE.Z~). 1
Theorem 3.3 shows that he e.c. LB,-groups are exactly those groups 
which ave a local system of copies ofE,, i.e., which are direct limits of
Ep’s, This characterization will enable us, in Section 4,to carry over all 
properties of Ep which we proved in [14, Sect. 41to e.c. Lg,-groups of
arbitrary cardinality. 
As B. Maier observed in [ 16, pp. 125-1261, Theorem 3.2 provides 
the key for the following axiomatization of all e.c. LgP-groups byan 
L ,,,-sentence. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the set JY~ of finite p-groups contain exactly one 
representative of e ry isomorphism type, and fix for every UE A$ p- 
supergroups U,*, S< k < y(U), of U with the properties g ven by Lemma 2.2. 
Then the class ofall e.c. Ls,-groups is axiomatizeab~e by thL~,~-sentence, 
which is the ~onjun&tion of the foi~owing axioms: 
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(a) group axioms; 
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Remark. (l)rfU= {u ,,..., u,} then the abbreviation “3U: x1 ,..., x, EU’ 
means: Write down “3u, .. ’ u,,,” followed bythe group table of U as a con- 
junction fequations and inequations i  the variables ut,..., u, and add 
“Al= 1 &‘= 1 xi = uj.” Clearly (a) and (b) axiomatize the class Ls,. 
(2) The abbreviation “U= Ix,,..., x,]” means: Write down the group 
table of U in the variables x1 ,..., x,.
If Uk*\U= (x,+,,...,x,,,), then “3U,*: U< Uz” indicates that 
“3X n + I,.“, x ” has to be followed bythe group table of iJ,* in the variables 
Xl,“., In. X 
The expression “3 V: U 5 V” abbreviates a corresponding kind of formula. 
(3) A group G satisfies theaxiom (c), if and only if 
(i) every embedding 13: U + G of any U E &?p can be extended to an 
embedding 8,: U,* +GforsomekE{l,...,y(U)},and 
(ii) every pair of embeddings cp:U,* + G and I+!I : U,* + V, where V is 
a finite p-group, implies the existence of an embedding n: V + G such that 
CPI u= ($orl)l u.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. It suffices to show that an Lg,-group G is e.c. in
Lg,, if and only if it satisfies th  conditions (i)and (ii) of Remark (3). 
First, let G be an e.c. Lg,-group. Fix U E AP and an embedding 
0: U 4 G. Then there exists k E{l,..., y(U)} such that every chief series of
U,* induces the chief series onU, which is mapped via 8 onto the G-chief 
series inUB. By Theorem 3.1 the amalgam U,* uG ( U z UtI, where U and 
UtI are identified v a 8,is contained in an LS,-supergroup of the .c. LiJ,- 
group G. Hence 0 can be extended to an embedding 8,: U,* -+ G. 
Moreover, ifcp: U,* + G and I/I: U,* + V E A?” are embeddings, then the 
choice of LJ,* ensures that he V-chief series inLJ$ is mapped via r+Q -’0 cp 
onto the G-chief series in Uq. Hence Theorem 3.1 yields that he amalgam 
Vu G 1 Ull/ z Ucp, where U$ and Uq are identified v a tj-’ 0 cp is contained 
in an Lg,-supergroup of the e.c. LS,-group G.Therefore we obtain an 
embedding q:V+G with (J/oq)\ U=cp( U. 
Conversely suppose that he LB,-group G satisfies ( ) and (ii). Because of
Theorem 3.3 it s&ices to show that any finite subgroup ofG is contained 
in a subgroup of G isomorphic to Ep. Fix U E A$, and an embedding 
8: U -+ G. By (i) there xists anextension 8,: U,* + G of 8 for some 
k E {l,..., y(U)}. Furthermore J.Hirschfeld and W. H. Wheeler [9, 
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Proposition 1.1.31 give an embedding p :U,* -+ E,. Choose an ascending 
chain {H,l,, N of finite subgroups ofE, with H, = U,*p and E, = U,, N 
H,,. For every n E N we can find L, E Ap and an isomorphism pn : L, -+ H,. 
Moreover there exists k,E { l,..., y(L )) such that he (L,)z”-chief series in
L, is mapped via pn onto the E,-chief s ries inL,p,. Hence the amalgam 
(L,,)k*, v EP 1 L, z L,p, is embeddable into an Lg,-supergroup of E, by 
Theorem 3.1, and we obtain an extension (Pi: (L,):” + EP of pn. Let 
HZ= &Jet cpn. 
We will now construct inductively mbeddings I]~: H,* + G with 
UO< H,q+, and yl,+i 1 H,,=ql[HH. Then ~1 H,=q,,I H, defines an 
embedding v :E, --) G with U8 < EPq. For n = 1 we obtain from (ii) that he 
pair of embeddings 8,: U,* + G and p : U,* + H: yields anembedding 
ql:HF+G with O=O,jU=(p~q,)IU, which means that UO=Upql< 
H, Q+, . During the induction step n + n + 1 we obtain from (ii) that he pair 
of embeddings (P” 0qn : (L,):” -tG and (Pi :(L,)k*, + (Hz+ 1, H,*) yields an
embedding qn + 1 : (Hz+ 1, K3-rG with (‘P~oII~)IL,=(~~~o~~+,)IL~, 
which means that ye, I H, = q,, + 1 ( H,,. fl 
By B. Maier [16, Satz 51 the .c. L(gI, n%)-groups are xactly the direct 
products 0,E II G,, where G, is an e.c. Lg,-group. Since axiom (c) of 
Theorem 3.4 is just astatement about continuations of embeddings of finite 
p-groups, thefollowing theorem follows easily from the above. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let the set A%‘~ offinite, nilpotent n-groups contain exactly 
one representative of every isomorphism type, and denote the axiom (c) of 
Theorem 3.4 by YP. Khen the class of all e.c. L(iJ, n %)-groups is 
axiomatizeable by the L,,, -sentence which is the conjunction of the following 
axioms: 
(a) group axioms; 
As B. Maier has pointed out in [ 16, Satz 81, the L,,,-axiomatizeability 
of the e.c. Lg,-groups allows the use of model theoretic methods, which 
yield 
THEOREM 3.6. There exist exactly 2’ pairwise non-isomorphic, e.c. 
Lg,-groups of each cardinality N > K,. If K is regular, then there xist 
even 2” pairwise non-embeddable e.c. LS,-groups ofcardinality N. 
In [16, Satz 61, B. Maier has shown that he unique countable, e.c. 
US, n sZ)-group E, = Qpsn EP is e.c. inL!Rn, too. In the proof he needed 
the countability of E, only because h had to amalgamate every p-com- 
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ponent Er of E, with some finite p-group. We can therefore follow his 
proof and use Theorem 3.1 in order to establish 
THEOREM 3.7. The e.c. L(s, n %)-groups are exactly the periodic, e.c. 
L!&-groups. 
Since the e.c. L(g, n %)-groups are the direct products of ec. 
LS,-groups,  E rc, it is a direct onsequence that Theorem 3.6 holds also 
for e.c. L(s, n %)-groups and e.c. L%,-groups. 
4. NORMAL SUBGROUP STRUCTURE 
We will now collect all the information about he normal subgroup 
structure of e.c. Lg,-groups from [ 15, Sect. 21and transpose thremaining 
properties, which we proved for Er in [ 14, Sect. 43, to e.c. Lg,-groups of 
arbitrary cardinality. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following holds in every e.c. Li’J,-group G. 
(a) If M/N is a chief factor in G, then M/N is central nd cyclic of 
order p, and N= M’ holds as well as M = ( gG> for all gE M\N. In par- 
ticular the group G has a unique chief series 2;the order-type of 2 is a dense, 
linear o der without endpoints, andthe normal subgroups ofG form a chain. 
(b) If MfN is a chief factor in G, then there xists for every coset gN, 
g E M\ N, andfor every p-power p” # 1 an element of order pp in gN, and any 
two elements oforder p in gN are conjugate inG. 
(c) Every non-trivia1 normal subgroup K of G with K # (gG> for all 
g E G is an e.c. Lg,-group, and every automorphism ofK induced by con- 
jugation with an element from G is locally inner. 
(d) For every normal subgroup K of G which does not occur in any 
chief factor of G, the factor group G/K is an e.c. Lg,-group. 
(e) There xist no proper subnormal subgroups inG; i.e., every subnor- 
mal subgroup of G is normal in G. 
Proof Part (a) follows from 0. H. Kegel and B. A. F. Wehrfritz [ll, 
Corollary l.B.81 and from [15, Theorems 2.3 and 2.61. 
(b) By [15, Theorem 2.51 the coset gN contains an element oforder 
p” for every p E N. Now let x, y E gN have order p. Because ofTheorem 3.3 
the finite group U= (g, x, y) is contained in a subgroup Vr E, of G. 
Now g E V ensures that Mn V/Nn V is a chief factor inV with x, 
y o g(N n V). Therefore [14, Theorem 4. IO] yields that x and y are con- 
jugate inV,< G. 
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(c) Let H be an Lg,-supergroup of K, in which a system 9’ of 
finitely many equations a dinequations with coefficients ur ,..., U, E K has a 
solution. Choose U= ( u1 ,..., u, ) and L = (U”). Because of(a) there exists 
k E {l,..., r} with L= (u:). Hence L $ K by assumption. Let gE L\K and 
denote by M/N the unique chief factor inG with gE M\N. Then (a) yields 
L < N d M < K. By Theorem 3.3 the finite group (U, g) is contained in a
subgroup Vz Ep of G. Now g E V ensures that M n V/N n V is a chief fac- 
tor in V with U6Nn I/. 
Consider the amalgam H u I’[ Cr. By [ 14, Theorem 4.1 l(c)] the group 
N n V has a unique chief series. Hence U6 N n V < V implies that he chief 
series inI’ must induce the (N n Q-chief series onU. Similarly an chief 
series in H must induce the (N n V)-chief series on U. Therefore 
Theorem 3.1 ensures the existence of an Lg,-supergroup of the amalgam 
H u VJ U. But Y is an e.c. LS,-group. Hence, by [ 14, Theorem 4.1 l(c)], 
the system 9’ with coefficients from U< N n I/ must already have a 
solution n A4 n V< K. This hows that K is an e.c. Lg,-group. As in [ 14, 
Theorem 4.81 it follows that every automorphism of K induced by con- 
jugation with an element from G is locally inner. 
(d) By Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that any finite subset 
(uJL, u,K} of G/K is contained in asubgroup ofG/K isomorphic to Ep. 
Fix the representatives ur ,..., u,.By Theorem 3.3 the finite group 
u= (Ul,..., a,) is contained in a subgroup I/r E, of G. Starting with 
V, = V we will construct inductively an ascending chain {I’,>,, N of sub- 
groups V, z Ep of G. 
In the step n-+ n + 1 we choose V, + 1 = V,, if K n V, does not occur in 
any chief factor fV,. Otherwise there exists a chief factor X/Y in V such 
that either X =K n V, or Y = K n V,. Moreover the uniqueness of the chief 
series inV, ensures the existence of a chief factor M/N in G such that 
(A’, Y) = (Mn V,, Nn V,). In the case X= Kn V, choose g,E K\h4, in the 
case Y= K n V, choose g, E N\ K. Then apply Theorem 3.3 to find asub- 
group V/, + r z E, of G containing ( V,, g,). 
Again by Theorem 3.3 the union W = UllE mr V, must be a countable, e.c. 
LiJ,-group, and hence Ws E,. Moreover the choice of the elements g,, 
n E N, ensures that Kn W does not occur in any chief factor of W. 
Therefore [ 15, Theorem 4.31 yields E,z W/K n W z WKJK 2 UK/K. 
(e) Let S be a subnormal subgroup inG. Fix s E S and g E G. By 
Theorem 3.3 there exists a ubgroup V z Ep of G with s, gE V. Now S n V 
is a subnormal subgroup inV with sE S n V. Since all chief factors of V 
have order p, [ 14, Theorem 4.11 (f)] yields S n Va V, and hence sg E 
S n V< S. This hows that Sa G. 1 
Part (a) of Theorem 4.1 shows that an e.c. LS,-group G has three types 
of non-trivial, proper normal subgroups: First, he normal closures <gG), 
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gE G\l, which are exactly the groups M in the chief factors M/N of G; 
second, the derived groups (gG)‘, g E G\l, which are xactly the groups N 
in the chief factors M/N of G; and finally thenormal subgroups K, which 
do not occur in any chief actor-they give rise to the pairs 
(K, K) E ze\Z,, where ,Z’, denotes the chief series in G (cf. Section 2). 
QUESTION. Does every dense, linear o der without endpoints occur as 
the order-type of the chief series in some e.c. Lg,-group? 
If the answer to this question were affirmative, then every complete, 
dense, linear o der without endpoints would yield ane.c. Lg,-group, which 
does not contain a y normal subgroup of“type K.” It should also be noted 
that an e.c. Lg,-group isnot uniquely determined by the order-type of its 
chief series, since S. Thomas has constructed in [ 191 e.c. LS,-groups of
cardinality N  , whose chief series have order-type Q (which occurs also for 
4). 
By part (e) of Theorem 4.1, e.c. L$j,-groups have no proper subnormal 
subgroups. Groups with this property are called T-groups, and they have 
been studied inmany papers. A survey may be found in [ 18, Part I, 
p. 1743, where D. J. S. Robinson poses the question whether every locally 
nilpotent T-group is soluble. This can now be answered inthe negative: 
Every e.c. LS,-group G is a locally nilpotent T-group, but it cannot be 
soluble, since it contains a copy of every finite p-group P (simply consider 
Gx P). 
With respect topart (c) of Theorem 4.1 we may ask 
QUESTION. Which e.c. Lg,-groups can be embedded onto aproper nor- 
mal subgroup ofa given e.c. Lgp-group? 
By an argument of[14] it can be shown that @G(H) = 1 for every non- 
trivial normal subgroup H of an e.c. Lg,-group G.Hence Theorem 4.1 
implies that an e.c. LS,-group H occurs as normal subgroup ofG, if and 
only if the canonical embedding H -+ Inn(H) can be extended toan 
embedding ofG into the group of all ocally inner automorphisms of H.In 
particular 1 G ) <2 IHt Under the assumption 0, S. Thomas has constructed . 
in [19] e.c. Lg,-groups ofcardinality N, which admit no outer 
automorphism. These groups cannot be a proper normal subgroup ofany 
e.c. Lg,-group. 
Corresponding to parts (c) and (d) of Theorem 4.1 one could expect that 
for any chief factor M/N of an e.c. LB,-group G the factor g oup G/M is 
e.c. inL$j, too. However, wehave shown in [15, Therem 4.31 that his is 
not the case (the proof of [15, Theorem 4.3(b)] can be generalized to 
uncountable e.c. Lgp-groups by using Theorem 3.3). But let us consider the 
class (Eof all LGp-groups H, whose centre contains the cyclic group C, of 
order p. Note that inclusion n K is defined asfollows: ForHI, Hz E 6 we 
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have H, c H,, if and only if H, < H, and C, as a subgroup ofZ(H, ) i: 
equal to C,, as a subgroup of Z(H,). Then 6 is inductive, andever! 
a-group H is contained in an e.c. E-group of cardinality max{K,, (HI >. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M/N be a chief factor of an e.c. LS,-group G. If WC 
identify M/N with C,, then G/N is an e.c. E-group. 
Proof. Let H be a &supergroup of G/N, in which asystem 9’ of finite11 
many equations a dinequations with coefficients g, N,..., g, N E G/N has z 
solution h i ,..., h,E H. We may assume that H is e.c. inQ;. Fix the represen 
tatives gi,,.., g, aswell as some g, E M\N. Then (g,N) = C, < h(H). Le 
u= (go,.-, g,). By Theorem 3.3 the U group is contained in 2 
subgroup I’s Ep of G. Now g, E V implies that M n V/N n V is a chief fat, 
tor in V. Hence [ 15, Theorem 4.21 yields that V splits over N n I/ wit1 
some complement c.Define c0 ,..., c, Ec via c,N = g,N, let C= (c,, ..., c,)
and denote by 9 the system which we get from Y via replacing giNby c 
for l<i<r. By Theorem4.l(a) we have g,E(cV)<(cG) for ever] 
c~C\l, and hence NnC= 1. 
Regard the amalgam Gv H ( C z UN/N, where cE C and UN E UN/N arc 
identified, if andonly if cN = UN. Since GIN < H, every chief series inh 
must induce the G/N-chief s ries on UN/N, which is the G-chief series on C 
Hence Theorem 3.1 ensures the existence of an LB,-group W,which con 
tains the amalgam. Moreover wecan follow the proof of [ 15, Theorem 2.3: 
to show that g, N E ( hH) < (h “) for all hE ( UN/N, hi ,..., h,)\ 1. But G i: 
an e.c. LB,-group, andtherefore we can find already inG elements X, ,..., x, 
solving 9 such that CUE (x”) for all XE (C, xi,..., x,)\l. In particular 
cc, Xl,-, x,) n N = 1 by Theorem 4.1(a), and x1 N ,..., x,N must be a 
solution for 9’ in G/N. m 
5. SCHIJR MULTIPLIERS 
In Section 4 we stated that for any chief factor M/N of an e.c. Ls,. 
group G the factor g oup G/M is not e.c. inLg,. Now M/N < Z(G/N), and 
G/N does not split over M/N, since G has a unique chief series. Therefore 
the above result may be seen as a consequence of 
THEOREM 5. The Schur multiplier of every e.c. LG,-group G is trivial, 
and G is its own covering group. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 of [ 143 ensures that G is perfect. Hence G is its 
own covering group, if the Schur multiplier of G is trivial. By Theorem 3.3 
the group G is a direct limit of E,‘s. Therefore Proposition 1.5.10 01
F. R. Beyl and J. Tappe [3] yields that it suffices to prove that he Schur 
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multiplier of E,is trivial. Let {U,},, wi be an ascending chain of finite sub- 
groups of Ep with U, = 1 and EP = U,, w1 U,,. Because E,is perfect, we also 
have EP=UneN Un. 
Now assume that H is any perfect group with H/Z= E, for some 
Z,< Z(H). We will construct inductively embeddings cr,: U,+ H such that 
(ucr,)Z=u for all UEU,, and LT,+~(U~=(T,,IU~. The definition of c1is 
trivial. In the induction step n+ n + 1, B. Maier [16, Hilfssatz 11 gives the 
existence of a finite group U,*, iwith U,, i < U,*, IGE,, and such that 
every chief series inU,*+ 1induces the E,-chief s ries onU,, 1. Now let V
be a vector space over the field GE(p) with p elements, whose basis 
elements vqare indexed by the rationals q E Q. Regard McLain’s group 
M(Q, GF(p)), i.e., the group of all inear t ansformations of V onto itself 
generated by the elements 1 +ae4,q2, UE GF(p), q1 < q2 in Q, where qLq2 
sends vg, onto v,, and annihilates th  rest of the basis. M(Q, GF(p)) is the 
union of an ascending chain of groups of finite upper unitriangular 
matrices over GF(p). Hence M(Q, GF(p)) is a countable ES,-group, which 
contains a copy of every finite p-group. In particular we may identify U,*+ , 
with some subgroup ofM(Q, GF(p)). By choice ofU,*+ ievery chief series 
in M(Q, GF(p)) induces the Ep-chief s ries on U,, +i. Therefore B. Maier 
[16, Satz 23 ensures that U, + i is contained in a subgroup 
A4 n+l- =M(Q, GF(p)) of E,. From A. J. Berrick and R. G. Downey [2, 
Proposition 1.41 we obtain an embedding r,+ I: M, + 1 + H such that 
(mr,+,)Z=m for all meM,+l. Choose cr,+, =rn+,) U,,,,. Then there 
exists for every uE U, an element z,E Z < Z(H) such that ucr, + I= ~0,. z,. 
Therefore ,,+ 1 )U:, =o,, 1 I!$. 
Finally define c :E, --) H via D1 Uh = on. Clearly the image E,a is a com- 
plement toZ in H. Therefore EP cr =H’ = H and Z = 1. This hows that E,, 
is its own covering group, and hence the Schur multiplier of E, is 
trivial. 1 
Theorem 5 corresponds nicely to the result of R. E. Phillips 
[17, Theorem A] that he Schur multiplier of very countable, e.c. locally 
finite group (and therefore th Schur multiplier of very e.c. locally finite 
group) is trivial. 
6. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF E,, 
Since EP has a unique chief series z = {(M,, ZV,)I q E Q }, every 
automorphism of EP must permute the pairs (M,, N,) E E. In particular 
Aut(E,) has the normal subgroups 
Inv(E) = {a 1 a E Aut(E,) with (M,a, ZV,ol) = (M,, N,) for all qE Cl} 
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Stab(Z) = (a 1 a E Inv(C) with (ma) N, = mN, for all 
mEMqandallqEQ). 
Moreover the chief factors M,/N, are central, ndevery locally inner 
automorphism ofEp must be contained inStab(Z). Conversely [14, 
Theorem 5.31 yields that every a E Stab(Z) of finite order is locally inner. 
We can extend this result to
THEOREM 6.1. Stab(C) isthe group of all ocally inner automorphisms of 
ET 
Proof. Fix a E Stab(C). Itsuffices to how that here exists for every 
finite subgroup U of E, an element g EE, with ZP = ua for all uE U. This 
will be proved by induction on 1 U( . The case 1U 1 = 1 is trivial. Now 
assume 1U I> 1. Let (M, N) E Z be the unique pair with U = M n U and 
U 4 U n N. Let V = U n N, and choose w E U\ V. By induction there exists 
h!z Ep such that oh = ua for every u E V. If h denotes the inner 
automorphism nduced byh on E,, then /I =a&-’ E Stab(C). 
Suppose we can find gE E, such that wg = w/I and [I’, g]= 1. It then 
follows that wgh = w@i = wa as well as u gh = uh = ua for all uE V. Since 
U= ( V, w ) this will complete he induction step. Hence it is enough to 
find gE E, with wg = w/I and [V, g] = 1. In the following we suppose the 
reader tobe familiar with the technical p rt of [14, Sect. 43. Let {G,},p ym 
be an ascending chain of finite subgroups of E, with G, = V, G, = (U, w/?) 
and E, = u,,, IB1 G,. Denote the canonical epimorphism E,,+ EJN by 0. By 
[ 14, Construction 4.11the standard embedding (ri : G, + G i Wr E,/N with 
respect tothe counter-map (3:= 1 (for 0) G,) can be extended toan 
embedding (r: Ep + W= Une N [(G,AG,) Wr EJN], where WE Lg,. (See 
[14, Sect. 41for notation a d definitions.) Because of /3~ Stab(C) and 
w E M\ N we have w0 = w@, and in the notation of [ 14, Construction 4.11
we obtain W(T = (w13, s’,) and w/k = (we, s&). Now let Tbe a right transver- 
sal of (wt? ) in E,,/N. By [ 14, Lemma 4.21 the element z,= (1, si) EW, 
where si((~e)~ t =&(t) for all tE T, O<r<p- 1, conjugates wryonto 
(we, s1,) E W, where 
(1, (to:)-‘. 
k(h)= 1 
{ 
wp. te:) =(1, w”) for h = (~0)~~~ t, tE T, 
else. 
Similarly z2= (1, s2) EW, where s,((w~)~ t  = sFws,,(t) for all t E T, 
0 < r <p - 1, conjugates w@ onto (~0, S,,,B) E W, where 
C&) = 
(1, (WS)“) = (l.w”B) forh=(wO)P-l t, tcT 
1 else. 
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But wp E V; hence we have S, = S,, and 
(i) (~0)‘~‘~’ = w/&r. 
Let g=z,z,*. We want to show [ Va, 8-J = 1. Straightforward 
calculations yield that 2= (1, s), where s((w0)l t) =(1, (w . (wfl)-I)‘) for 
all tE T, O<r <p-- 1. Moreover, 0 maps V= G, onto the diagonal of
(KU) Wr E,/N < W. Therefore [ Va, g] = 1 holds, if and only if 
[V, w. (wj?)‘] = 1. But the latter is true, since the fact hat fi 1V= id for- 
ces w to act on V4 U in the same way as w/I acts on V= VP -a U/I. Hence 
(ii) [ Vcr, g]= 1. 
The conditions (i)and (ii) may be expressed by asystem of finitely many 
equations and inequations with coefficients from Va u {we, w/k}, which 
have the solution g in the Z$,-supergroup W ofE,o. But then there must 
already exist g EEp with wg = w/I and [V, g] = 1. 1 
By P. Hall and B. Hartley [7, Lemma 41 the group Stab(Z) has a series 
with cyclic factors of order p. Moreover [14, Sect. 51contains some infor- 
mation about the structure of the group Stab(Z) of all ocally inner 
automorphisms of E,. It should also be noted that Stab(Z) contains the 
group Inn(E,) ofall inner automorphisms of Ep, which is isomorphic to 
E,, since E,has trivial centre. 
Now let A(Q) be the group of all order-preserving permutations 
of Q. Define the wreath product C,-, Wr, A(Q) to be the set 
{(z,r)/rc~A(Q), r:A(Q)+C,_,} with multiplication (rr,,yl)+(n2, yz)= 
(x1 x2, Y;~YJ, where (y;*yz)(4)=y1(4~n;‘).y2(4) for all qEQ. In 
[14, Sect. 51we have already indicated hat Aut(E,)/Inv(Z) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup ofA(Q), while Inv(Z)/Stab(Z) is isomorphic to asubgroup 
of n,, o Aut(M,/N,). Moreover M4/N4 g C, implies Aut(M,/N,) z C,-, .
It is now our aim to prove Aut(E,)/Stab(C) z C,_ ,Wr, A(Q). 
By Theorem 4.1(b) wecan fix for every q E Q an element X,E M,\N, of 
order p. Define 
via 
@: Aut(E,) + C,- 1 Wr, A(Q) 
@: @ + (xc, Y), 
where AE A(Q) is given by 
(Mq,, N,,) = (M,av Ncp) for all q6 Q, 
and where y(q) EAut( C,) gC, ~, is given by 
(c)(Y(q)) = cr4 for all CE C,, 
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if and only if 
Straightforward calculations yield that @ is a homomorphism with 
Ker @ = Stab(C). All that remains i to establish 
THSOREM 6.2. The above ho~o~or~h~~ rf, is ~urjec~ive; n ~arfic~lar, 
Aut(~~}/Stab(~) z C,- iWr*~(~~. 
Proof Fix (~,~)EC~-~W~~A(Q), choose y,~(x,N~)‘qn (x,) for 
every qE Q, and denote by Y the set of all isomorphisms I(/: U+ V 
between two finite subgroups U and Y of E,, which satisfy (M,n U) t,b = 
MqnnVand (~~nU~~=~~=n~as well as (x~N~nU}~=y~~N~~nV 
for all qE Q. It s&ices to show that I provides a partia1 isomo~hism of 
E,, onto itself, since Cantor’s method of “back and forth” will then ensure 
the xistence of a E Aut(E,) with a@ = (rc, y). 
Obviously Y contains the trivial m p1 + 1; hence ‘Yf 0. 
In order to show the forth property fix 3/ :U -+ I/ from Y and g E Ep. Let 
O= (U,g), and denote by {ql ,..., q,) the set of all qE Q, which satisfy 
M, n O# Nq n 0. Since the chief factors ofEp are cyclic oforder p, we 
have xq,Nqj n U# 121, if and only if M, n U # N, n U. In this case we 
choose hjE xq,N, n U and gj= hjJ/; then $ E !P implies gjE y,N,. 
Otherwise choose hi E xq, N, n if and apply [15, Lemma 2.21 to find an 
element gjE Mqln\ N, , which centralizes V andis conjugate in EP to y,. 
Because the chief factors of E, are central, we have gj EY~,~ N, .- Now we 
can follow the proof of [ 15, Theorem 3.11 to find an embedding $ :0 -+ Ep 
with I,& [ U = $ and hj$ ELAN, for 1 <j< r. The latter implies 
(M,nO)$=M,,n~tj and (N,nO)$=N,,nO$ for all qEQ. It 
remains toshow that (x4 N, n rf) $= y,, N,, n 06 for all qE Cl. 
In the case q& fq,,..., ql) we have M, n “=_ivq n D and M, n G$ = 
N,, n o$; therefore xg N, n 0 = 0 = yqx Nqn n U$, and (x, N, n 8) $ = 
yqnNqn n &? holds trivially. In the case q= qj we have x, N9 = hjN, and 
Y,,N,, = (hj$) N,,. Hence for every wE x, N, n 0 = hi N, n U there exists 
n E N, such that w= hjn, and we obtain w$ = hj$. n$ E (hj$) N,, n I!?$ = 
ym N,, n g$; this shows (xaN, n 0) Ji c~~,N,, n 06. A similar argument 
yields the converse inclusion. Therefore J/ EY, 
In order to show the back property for !P we can follow the above proof 
with Y’-‘= {@~‘~II/E!P’) in therole of 4P. 1 
It should be noted that he proof of Theorem 6.2 actually shows that 
every isomoprhism $ : U + V between two finite subgroups U and V of Ep 
which satisfies (M, n U) + = M,, n V and (N, n U) JI = N,, n V, as well as 
fx, N, n U) J/ =yqnNqn n V for all qE Q, can be extended toan auto- 
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morphism a of EP with (M,a, N,a) = (M,,, N,,) and (x,N,) a =yqnNqn. 
This generalizes a r ult ofB. Maier (cf. [16, Satz 21). 
Clearly Inv(Z)/Stab(Z) is isomorphic to the base group of 
C,_ i Wr, A(Q), which is a Cartesian product of countably many cyclic 
groups of order p - 1, while Aut(E,)/Inv(C) is isomorphic to A(Q). Results 
on the structure of A(Q) (normal subgroups, conjugacy classes of elements, 
etc.) may be found in A. M. W. Glass [S, Chap. 21. 
7. GROUPS OF CARDINALITY N, 
It is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 that here exist two different types of 
embeddings of E, onto aproper normal subgroup ofitself: 
(a) For every chief factor M/N in E, we have N z E,. 
(b) For every non-trivial, proper normal subgroup K of E, which 
does not occur in any chief factor fE,, we have Kz E,. 
We call an embedding ofthe first type rational embedding since Q is the 
order-type of the chief series Z of EP, while embeddings of the second type 
are said to be irrational embeddings since the corresponding normal sub- 
groups of E,, occur in the pairs of Z\Z;, and since Z has R as index set. 
By constructing partial isomorphisms of Q onto itself it can be shown 
that here exists for any two irrational (rational) numbers rl and rz an 
order-preserving permutation a fQ with 
a(qkr2-q<rl for all qE Q (resp. 7c(r1) = rz). 
Therefore Th orem 6.2 yields that rational andirrational embeddings of E, 
into itself do not depend on the choice of the involved chief factor M/N 
resp. normal subgroup K.
The aim of this ection isthe construction of certain e.c. @,-groups of 
cardinality K, b successive use of rational or irrational embeddings of E, 
into itself. Therefore we need some combinatorial set heory. 
A set C of ordinals <wl is called a club, if
(i) for every p< o, there exists r EC with p< t, and 
(ii) for every limit ordinal ;1<o, the following holds: If (p JOE C 
and fi <A} contains no maximal element, then RE C. 
A set Sof ordinals <ol is called stationary, if Sn C # 0 for every club 
C. 
LEMMA 7.1. There exists a set a of 2” different maps 
6: b4P-=4- PT 11 such that {p ( p < w1 and y(p) #S(p)} is stationary 
for all y, S E&Y with y# 6. 
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Proof. {p ) p < o1 } is the disjoint u ion of o, stationary sets S,, t< oi, 
by a well-known theorem of Ulam (cf. K Kunen [12, Theorem 11.6.11 and
remark after Corollary 11.6.121). For every XS {r ) r < w i } define 
dxbL)= ;i 
if p E S, for some t E X, 
else. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let {Zp}llcwl and (J,},<w, be ascending chains of sets uch 
thatZ,=U,,,Z,,andJA=(J ~ < 1J, for every limit ordinal A < 0,. Then for 
any bijection 8 : u, < w, Z, +IJp~o,JO theset C,=(p)p<o, andZ,8=J,} 
is a club. 
Proof. Condition (ii) of the definition of a club holds because of 
I,= u r<lZ, and JI=U ~ ~ 1 J, for limit ordinals A < o i . In order to verify 
(i) fix pE C,. The regularity of wiensures that here exists for every T < wi 
an ordinal cr<w i with t< cr and Z, 0c J, (resp. J, cZ, 0). In particular we 
can find an ascending sequence {z,},~ N of ordinal numbers r, < wi with 
r, = p + 1 and J,, sZ,,0 z J,, EIT,0 c . . . . Let t be the smallest ordinal 
with r, < z for all nE N. Then I,0 =J,, and the regularity of w i ensures 
that r<wi. 1 
We now define for every 6: {p ) p < w 1 } * (0, 1) the group G* to be the 
direct limit ofgroups Gi z E,, p < w i , subject to he following embeddings: 
(i) For every p<w, let G6,--,GE+, be 
a rational embedding, if B(p)=O, 
an irrational embedding, if 6(p)= 1. 
(ii) For every limit ordinal A <w i let Gi be the direct limit ofthe Cc, 
p < 1, and embed Gi -+ Gi in the obvious way. (Theorem 3.3 ensures that 
G;rE,.) 
For convenience we identify every Gz, p < w1 , with the corresponding 
subgroup ofG6. Then G6 is the union of the ascending chain (GE),,, “
where G, = U P < 1 Gt for every limit ordinal A<wi , and where GE $ Gt + , 
such that 
there exists a minimal normal subgroup inG6/GE, if 6(~)=0; 
there exists nominimal normal subgroup inG6/G6,, if b(p)= 1. 
By Theorem 3.3 every Cd is an e.c. L$$,-group, andsince the chain 
~qxl<W, is strictly ascending, G6 has cardinality N I . 
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THEOREM 7.3. Let 6X be the set of maps 6: {p ( ,u < w1 } --+ (0, 1 } given by 
Lemma 7.1. Then the groups G’, 6 E a, are 2” pairwise non-isomorphic e.c. 
Ls,-groups ofcardinality N1 with the following properties: 
(a) The order-types of the unique chief series of the G6, 6 ECZ, are 
pairwise distinct. 
(b) Every proper normal subgroup of GS is countable. 
(c) If K 4 G6 does not occur in any chief factor of G6, then G/K z GE 
for some .z: {,ujp<o~,} -+ (0, l}. 
ProojI Clearly (a) implies that the G6, 6 E 6X, are pairwise non- 
isomorphic. Hence it suffices to prove (a), (b), and (c). By transfinite 
induction using Theorem 4.1(e) itcan be shown that every normal sub- 
group of any of the G:, p < or, is already normal in G’. 
(a) Let ,P be the unique chief series inG6. The above implies that 
M/N is a chief factor inG6 if and only if M/N is a chief factor insome Gi, 
p < 0,. Hence .X6 = ((M, N)I (M, N) occurs inthe chief series ofsome Gi , 
p < o, }, and the order-type 1’ of P is the union of the ascending series 
V%<Ol 
z$ = u 
of the order-types ZE ofthe chief series inGi, p < ol. Moreover 
Pc1 Zi for every limit ordinal A <ol, and I”\Zz contains 
a minimal e ement, if 6(~)=0; 
no minimal e ement, if 8(p)= 1. 
By choice of a the set { ,D (p < or and y(p) #6(p)) is stationary forany 
y, 6E 6E with y# 6. Assume that here exists anorder-preserving bijection 
0: P + I’. Because ofLemma 7.2 the set (p ) ,u <o1 and 1;s =Ii} is a club. 
Hence there exists p <o, such that y(p) #a(,~) and Z;tI = Z:. But this is a 
contradiction, s ncey(p) #S(U) yields that one of P\PP and I”\$ contains 
a minimal element while the other does not. 
(b) Let K?+3 G. Choose XEG’\K. Then XEG~ for some p6<01. 
Now we obtain from Theorem 4.1.(a) that K< (x”) <Gtg E,. Hence K
must be countable. 
(c) As in (b) we have K4 Gz for some p < or. Since every chief fac- 
tor in Gi is a chief factor inG6, the normal subgroup K cannot occur in 
any chief factor fG$. Hence Theorem 4.1(d) yields Gi/Kz E,. This holds 
for every ,U <or with K4 Gz. Choose ,u,, < o, minimal with respect to
K 2 Gh. Then G6/K is the union of the ascending chain {Gz/K),,fi <o, of 
subgroups Gi/K z E,, where G:/K = U, c ~ <I Gt/K for every limit ordinal 
1 with pO<l<o,, and where id : GiIK+ Gt+ JK is a rational resp. 
irrational embedding, if and only if S(p) =0 resp. 6(p) = 1. 
Since o1 is the smallest uncountable ordinal, there xists anorder- 
preserving bijection u : {p I P < w 1 } + {P I p. < P < w 1 } (cf. K Kunen [ 12, 
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Theorem 1.6.3]), and hence GS/Kz G”, where Edenotes the composition of 
c1 and 6. 1 
Let Ha+, be any successor ca dinal. If wecould find an e.c. LS,-group G 
of cardinality N,, which is embeddable onto two normal subgroups of
itself, one of which occurs ina chief factor fG while the other does not, 
then the above method would yield 2*.+l e.c. Lg,-groups ofcardinality 
N a+ r, which are pairwise non-isomorphic, because the order-types of their 
chief series are pairwise distinct. 
Finally, fixany K?j E,, which is non-trivial and does not occur in any 
chief factor fE,. By [ 15, Theorem 4.11 the group E, splits over K. Fix 
any complement H for K in Ep. From Theorem 4.1(d) we know that 
Hr E,. Define the group G to be the direct limit of groups G, z Ep, 
p <CO,, subject to the following embeddings: 
(i) For~<<o,,ifE,=KHgivesrisetoG,+,=K,,+,H,+,,thenlet 
G,+G,+, be an embedding ofG, onto H, + 1. 
(ii) For limit ordinals &CCJJ~ let G,= U,.,;. G,. 
Again we identify each G, with the corresponding sub roup inG. As a 
counterpart to Theorem 7.3(b) wecan now show 
THEOREM 7.4. The above construction y elds ane.c. Ljj,-group G of car- 
dinality N,, all of whose non-trivial proper normal subgroups have countable 
index. 
Proof: Let 1 #N a G, and choose r<or with Nn G, # 1. Define an 
ascending chain {L,) ~d ~ <o, of subgroups ofG via 
(i) L,= 1, 
(ii) Lp+l=Kp+,LM for <p<o,, and 
(iii) L= UrgticcA L, for limit ordinals il with r< ;1< w1 . 
By transfinite induction it can be shown that L, ~3 G, and that G, splits 
over L, with complement G, for r < p < wr . Hence G splits over 
L=U T c ~ < o1 L, with complement G,. 
Now choose x E (N n G,)\ 1. Then x 4 L. Therefore Th orem 4.1 (a) yields 
L < ( xG ) < N, and it suffices to show that L has countable index in G. But 
GJLzGG,rE,. 1 
8. P. HALL'S GENERALIZED WREATH PRODUCTS 
The restricted wreath .product W= A wrn B of a group A and a 
permutation group B on 52 is the set {(b, f )I bE B; f: 52 + A with finite 
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support } with multiplication (LfJ. U&d= (b1b2~f~f2)~ where 
(f~fi)(w)=fl(ob;‘).f*(o) f or all oE0. It is a split extension of its base 
group {(l,f)~ lVlf:Q+A} by its top group {(b, l)JbcB}. Fix some 
element 1 E0. We identify n the obvious way B with the top group and A 
with the l-component ((l,f,)l a E A}, where 
a ifo=l, m= 
1 else. 
The restricted wr ath product may also be defined asa permutation group 
on the set {(a, o) 1 a E A, o E Q}. In the case when B acts right regularly on 
B = B, this leads to the following generalization due to P. Hall (cf. [6]). 
Let /1 be a totally ordered set, and let {HA ) 1 E n > be a family ofgroups. 
Denote by V the set of all tuples (u~)~.~ with Us E H,, where only finitely 
many u1 are non-trivial. We define for every hi H, a permutation 
Ph: (%)LE/~ + (V;)AeA On v via 
v; = VP if p # A, 
v; = v,h if ulr = 1 for all p > 1, 
Vi else. 
The (regular) generalized r stricted wreath product W= Wr,.. HA is now 
the group of permutations f V generated by the groups J1 = 
{phlhEH1}lH,, LEA. 
P. Hall has shown in [6] that he structure of the commutator subgroup 
FV’ of W can be very homogeneous. Forexample, ifHA r Cp for all 1l /i, 
and if n has the property hat for any 1, ic En with A# K there exists an
order-preserving permutation c1 of /1 with K < la, then IV’ is charac- 
teristically simple, has trivial B er-radical, and contains a copy of every 
tinite p-group. E, has all these properties too (cf. B Maier [16, Satz 61 and 
[14, Theorem 3.11). Therefore it seems to be worthwhile to point out that 
e.c. Lg,-groups are definitely different from commutator subgroups of
generalized wr ath products. 
THEOREM 8. If the totally ordered set A contains atleast two elements, 
then the commutator subgroup W’ of W= WrAE nHA is not an e.c. 
LFj,-group forevery family {H, ) 1 E A } of non-trivial groups. 
Proof Assume that W’ is e.c. inL@,. Choose A< K from A. By P. Hall 
[6, Sect. 2 21 we have W = W,- wr,(H, wr, W,+ ), where W,- = Wr, < L H,, 
and W,+ = Wr,,, H,, and where A = @ fi,j. H, and r= Hi x A. Denote 
by D, the base group of the top group HA wrd W,+ of W. 
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Assume, that H, 4 Lfj,. Then (ui ,..., u, ) is not a finite p-group for some 
u1 ,..., u, EH,. Choose XE w;\1. Then the elements [x, ui] =
( l,fi) E H, wr, W: , 1 d i < Y, satisfy 
fi(S)= :[;’ 
I 
if 6=1x, 
if 6= 1, 
1 else, 
and therefore they generate a subgroup ofIV’, which is not a finite p-group. 
This contradiction shows that H, E Lg,. 
Let M/N be a chief actor in H,. Then M/N r C, implies that 
K= Wf)~Dilf(4~~~ and L= {(l,f)~D~(f(d)cN) are normal 
subgroups in Dn with elementary belian p-factor group K/L. Assume, that 
xi, x2 E W: \ 1 are distinct. Choose aright transversal T ofN in M, and 
define for every tET elements (l,f,), (l g,)~ W’nD, by (l,f,)=[x,, t] 
and (1, g,) = [x,, t]. Clearly 
1 if 6=1x,, if 6=1x,, 
if 6=1, and if 6=1, 
else, else. 
If D; denotes the base group of W= Wj wr, (H, wr, W: ), then the 
(l,f,), (1g,), where tE T, are elements inD; K n IV’ which lie in 2p - 1 
pairwise different cosets modulo D; L. Therefore Dy Kn W’/Dy L n W’ 
must be an elementary-abelian factorforder >p2 in IV’. This contradic- 
tion to Theorem 4.1 (a) shows that ( W: I= 2 and H, = W,+ E C2. 
Moreover the above argumentation applied toany p E n with p< I would 
yield the contradiction WC z C2 ; hence n= {A, rc} and W = HA wr C,. 
Now the .c. L$‘j,-group W’ contains a copy of every finite p-group, and 
therefore H).cannot be abelian. Fix any chief factor M/N in HA with 
A4 < HA, and define K, L a D, as above. Then K/L is an elementary- 
abelian factor forder p2 in IV’. But that contradicts Theorem 4.1(a). 1 
Since very e.c. LB,-group isperfect (cf. [14, Theorem 2.1]), itfollows 
from Theorem 8that e.c. LS,-groups are also different from generalized 
wreath products. 
R. E. Phillips andJ. Roseblade (private communication) have shown 
recently hat W = Wr, E ,, H, contains a Prtifer-p-group, if and only if one 
of the groups Hi, ;1E A, contains a Priifer-p-group. In particular a 
generalized wreath product of finite groups can never have a subgroup 
which is e.c. inLs,. 
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